
 
 

ITL ORGANISES ENGLISH WEEK – LITERATI  2018 
 

English Week ‘Literati’ was celebrated from 23rd July 2018- 27th July 2018 at ITL Public School. The 

eventful week commenced with a Story Telling Session-‘Recollecting Memoirs’ for the students of class VI. 

The narration of the stories, Ruskin Bond’s ‘The Ghost Who Got In’and Christina Rossetti’s The Goblin 

Market’, by the teachers created a spellbinding effect. The intriguing beginning, finest details accompanied with 

light and sound helped the narrators to wonderfully connect with the audience.  
 

Among the variety of innovative activities were-Haiku poems (a Japanese poem consisting of three short lines 

that do not rhyme) whereby they expressed their imagination and fantasy on nature creatively in a concise 

manner, Cinquains (a five line, unrhymed poem) unravelling their wings of fantasy. The activity allowed the 

students to delve zestfully into the world of poetry on topics like Rainbow, Mirror, Tree etc. to name a 

few.Portfolio Writing had the students relinquishing details about the life, works and achievements of the 

celebrated classical and contemporary authors like Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, R.L Stevenson, Ruskin 

Bond, Dan Brown and Margaret Atwood etc. which acquainted them with the writing style and expression of 

various ages. Having to express the literary prowess by weaving stories on selected proverbs with idioms was- 

‘Story Crochet with Idioms’. The choice of the Proverbs like ‘No Man Is An Island’, ‘All is Well that Ends 

Well’, ‘Actions Speak Louder than Words’ with a liberal use of idioms, unleashed the creativity of the budding 

writers The activity Frame Worx organized for Classes XI and XII, reflected the skill and dexterity of the 

students in the art of photography. Photographs clicked from Bird’s Eye View and Bug’s Eye View, wonderfully 

captured the emotions and juxtaposed contrasting concepts by using unique light and color effects.. The 

interesting taglines added much meaning and charm to the photographs. With an array of activities starting from 

Character Enactment, Just A Minute, Weave A Yarn , Tales From Puppet Theatre…the English Week – 

LITERATI, brought forth  un abound creativity and expression for the students.  
 

The gamut of activities aimed at passionately engrossing the students to the opulent world of English Language 

and Literature. The English Week was indeed a great success as the ITLeens emerged out to be more sensitive 

to the subtleties of the literary world with an insatiable quest for the beautiful language. 
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